
Summer Stage


Taking inspiration from your favourite Summer Holiday 
memories - why not create a freestanding diorama of your 
fave highlights!


Tools and Materials:


- Paper (3 sheets)

- Black Felt Tip

- Sellotape

- Scissors




To create your freestanding diorama you need to create the 
sides to support it - all your sheets of paper need to be cut 
in half to make them the right size. One piece of paper 
creates the 2 sides the other 2 bits of paper 4 stages of the 
diorama. Fold one of your pieces of paper in half and use 
the fold as a guide to cut all your pieces of paper in half


Taking one of the halves of paper fold that in half and then 
fold it roughly into thirds - this is to create the sides




When you unfold it this should create 6 sections - repeat 
with the other piece of paper so you have 2 of them


So now to create the drawings for the diorama - the 
drawing at the back will use a whole half sheet of paper. We 
had a fab day trip to Brighton so wanted to capture that!







Now to create the first picture of the diorama - to frame it 
so we wanted to add what it is and some symbols relating 
to it to title it almost like photo album


When you are happy with it you can cut out the middle - its 
easier if you bend the paper in half and make a cut in the 
middle to be able to cut it out more easily like so 




If you want to add in any more details now is a good time to 
do so before you stick it all together 


The other drawings will also have bits cut away so you can 
see through them - because of the Brighton theme we 
thought a rollercoaster from the pier would be fun!




Do your other drawing and cut them all out to be ready to 
stick them together!


So now to put the diorama together taking your side pieces 
and the back drawing make sure the sides are both facing 
in and lie the drawing on top and sellotape it around like so




Take your next level and stick it on the next flat bit of the 
folded sides facing you


Repeat with the next layer like so 




Then to add on the front - putting it on the front and fold the 
sellotape around the back to secure it 


If there any bits of the side visible like in ours you can 
always trim it after is been stuck down 




There you have it your very own “Summer Stage”!



